Why I like ELA

Our Curriculum
Early Learning Academy (ELA) is a school which maintains an extremely

My daughter after moving forward from
ELA was tested in reading and writing one

high standard of caring and learning for pre-schoolers. Our curriculum is the

grade above her level Both my children love

Early Learning Academy® Full-Time All-Day Creative Curriculum in which our

the school and the staff so much that they

faculty demonstrates and then guides their students who experience and

would fight me to let them go to school if

participate in hands-on activities that are used to enhance each child's
learning experience. We ensure that our teachers explore all areas of learning
for the children’s specific growing needs such as Math, Science, Literacy,
Spanish, Sign Language, Yoga, Gymnastics, Arts & Crafts, Music, Dramatic
Play, and Cooking.

I kept them home sick and even wished
they could attend on weekends.
The teaching staff are very attentive to
the children they treat the children like
their own. they are always interacting with
the parents updating them on what they did
in the class if they had any struggles with

Year Long Goals

a certain area they will let you know what

The goal is for every child to be ready to move on to the next learning
phase of their lives.

By that time, the children should know the entire

it was and also what they will be doing to
help your child improve. I was so impressed
at how they structure each class to each

alphabet (sounds and sight), recognize sight words (I, am, you, if, stop, etc.),

individual child's need and that is why I

know

enrolled my second child to attend this

numbers

1-50,

understand

patterns,

sequence,

one-to-one

correspondence, know colors and shapes, able to grip a pencil, able to write
name, and gaining independence (including eating and dressing on their own).
Some of the children do have a

great school.
Lizan M- Mom of two children in Pre-Ks

Home Corner
Home corner is another name for circle time. This is a crucial part of the
school day because this is when the review of the entire day takes place with
the students Everyone gets together and we sing our good morning song and
songs about the days of the week, the months of the year; we talk about the
weather, and we have discussions about the topic of the week. We also review
counting and sign the alphabet.

.
Our Dance classes consist of an
instructor teaching ballet, Indian and
Modern dances. This ensures that the
children learn, comprehend and grasp
every step that is taught.

Arts and Crafts
Literacy/Math and centers: Literacy and math switch times every day,
alternating mornings. During literacy, we will cover a different letter every
week, practice sounds, learn sight words, tracing, and writing. Math lessons
include counting, patterns, sequencing, one-to-one correspondence, introduction
to telling time, and identifying money. Again, I will go over the topic as a
whole group and then split them into groups. During centers, I will teach the
topic as a group first, and then split up the students according to their groups.
Each group will have work to complete that fits into the group they are in.

Cooking
ELA’s cooking class will give children a sense of control and accomplishment,
while they are involved in making choices throughout the cooking process. This
cooking class will involve an array of subjects. Some things that can be learned
from cooking include reading, math, history, shapes, colors, science, nature,
vocabulary, art, health and nutrition.

Our music classes consist of teaching
how to read and play music notes.
Children will be taught how to play the
piano, violin & so much more.

In yoga and gymnastics children learn
techniques for self-health, relaxation,
and inner fulfillment; they use the
techniques to navigate life's challenges
with a little more ease.

	
  
	
  
ELA’s language classes consist of a 30
minute language class. Students learn
and grasp the languages by teaching
the same words in both classes; the
words learned in these language classes
will also be learned throughout the
academic school day.

